Figure 76. North side of basement, partition and laundry sinks in northeast corner.

Figure 77. North side of basement, center of ceiling, showing concrete slab flanked
by concrete beams (added to support concrete floor in first-story lavatory).
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Figure 78. North side of basement, possible remnants of original gas jet.

Figure 79. Doorway
from side hall to mess
room, showing
perimeter infill for
replacement door and
covered transom.
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Figure 80. Pantry cupboard doors stored in south side of attic.

Figure 81. South dormitory, showing 1964 partitions.
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Figure 82. Doorway
from center hall to
south dormitory,
showing perimeter infill
with replacement door
and painted transom.

Figure 83. South side of attic, south wall, showing interior construction of
opening for oculus.
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IV. CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Introduction
The proposed treatment for Building 25 is rehabilitation. The Secretary of the Interior’s
standards for the treatment of historic properties defines rehabilitation as
...the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property
through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or
features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.1

The “portions or features” to be preserved are known as character-defining features (CDFs), aspects
of a building that give the building its particular aesthetic quality, and without which its architectural
or historical integrity would be diminished or lost. CDFs may be architectural features and details,
materials, craftsmanship, surface finishes, interior spaces and spatial relationships, or architectural
context.
Many of the Secretary of the Interior’s standards for rehabilitation specifically address the
retention of character-defining features.2 These include the following:
1. A property shall be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a historic structure shall be retained and preserved. The removal
of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that
characterize a property shall be avoided.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials,
features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property
and its environment.

1

Kay D. Weeks and Anne E. Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties, with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Cultural Resource Stewardship and
Partnerships, Historic Preservation Services, 1995), p. 61. Familiarity with this document should be a prerequisite
for all those participating in any decision-making concerning the rehabilitation and preservation of Building 25.
2

Weeks and Grimmer, p. 62.
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10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a
manner that, if removed, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
Therefore, any rehabilitation treatment must begin with an assessment of the structure’s CDFs, to
ensure that these crucial features are protected from alteration or demolition. A primary goal of this
HSR has been the definition of Building 25’s CDFs. These CDFs, listed subsequently, should be
carefully considered during the planning and construction phases of Building 25’s rehabilitation.
CDFs may also be missing or removed elements that were important to the historic character
of the structure. The Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for rehabilitating historic buildings states
that
…where an important architectural feature is missing, its replacement is
always recommended…if adequate historical, pictorial, and physical
documentation exists so that the feature may be accurately reproduced….3

The recommendations listed subsequently address the retention of existing CDFs and the
replacement of missing ones. They generally do not consider the condition of these elements, or
make specific recommendations for their conservation treatment. A condition report and treatment
assessment will be performed by an architectural/engineering firm at a later date, prior to the
beginning of construction, and will be appended to the body of this HSR.
It should be noted that these recommendations apply only to Building 25, and not to the other
three barracks (Buildings 22, 23, and 24). A similar set of character-defining features and
recommendations should be prepared prior to the rehabilitation of any of the other three structures.
However, this historic structure report can serve as a useful reference for that effort.

Exterior Elements
Design and Context
CDFs
•
•
•
•

3

Institutional interpretation of the Colonial Revival style.
Long, narrow length and gable-end design, with pedimented entrance pavilion projecting
from the front elevation.
Identical design to the three adjacent barracks buildings to the south (Buildings 22-24),
constructed at the same time.
Its context within an institutional ensemble: the similarity of style, material palette, and
detailing to the other 31 buildings of Fort Hancock’s original master plan.

Weeks and Grimmer, p. 65.
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Recommendations
•
•
•

Preserve the elements that contribute to the decorative institutional style of the building
(listed subsequently).
Preserve the straightforward massing of the building in its current form.
Preserve the stylistic and material elements common to all of the structures in the initial
master plan.

Porches
CDFs
•

•
•

West porches (before their removal in 1989-90): one two-story loggia-type porch on either
side of the pavilion, consisting of first-story brick piers supporting second-story wooden
columns on cast-iron bases, with cast-iron balustrades running between the piers and
columns, and wooden lattice panels running between the trap-rock foundation piers (see figs.
9, 20, and 22).
Tooled limestone steps leading up to the west pavilion (originally seven in number before the
replacement of the bottom two with concrete, probably in 1930-31).
East porch: one-story wooden porch centered on the rear elevation (see fig. 10), with six
wooden columns and pipe railing along its outer edge that corresponds with the porch of
Building 58 opposite it.

Recommendations
•

•
•
•

Recreate front porches, using as many of the original wooden columns and cast-iron column
bases and balustrades (currently in storage) as possible, conserving these elements where
possible and replacing missing or heavily deteriorated elements in kind or with compatible
materials. Recreate flat-seam sheet-metal roofs, stamped-metal cornices with modillions and
dentils, and wooden decking and lattice panels (see fig. 16).
Replace two bottom steps leading to front porch with limestone matching the original upper
five steps. (The chiseled tooling may be omitted to distinguish the new material at close
range.)
Retain reconstructed east porch, but remove center stairway. Build two stairways as per
figure 10 (1898 appearance), figure 41 (ca. 1938-42 appearance), or figure 52 (1959
appearance). Add dentil molding to existing cornice as per original design (see fig. 16).
Replace metal-pipe balustrades on rear porch that originally ran between the six columns and
around the porch roof edge; some, if not all, of these are currently stored in Room 107 of
Building 25.
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Doorways and Fenestration
CDFs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Symmetry of doorway and window openings on front and side elevations, and slight
asymmetry of doorway and window openings (following interior functional needs) on rear
elevation.
Double-hung, 12-over-12 sashes in most window openings; nine-over-nine sashes in the
windows flanking the pavilion’s “Palladian” window and kitchen (Room 107) windows; and
fixed 12-light sidelights on either side of the “Palladian” window.
Sheet metal-lined vent openings below the sills of most second-story windows.
Occuli in west, north, and south gables.
Double doors in front and rear center doorways, each with a 21-light panel above two raised
horizontal panels (before their replacement in 1964). Narrow sidelights (16 panes above one
raised vertical panel; see figure 17) on either side of front entrance.
Single doors in all other doorways, with 28 lights above two raised horizontal panels (before
their replacement in 1964; see figure 17)
Transoms with multiple lights above each doorway, as described previously in the section
“Original Appearance, Exterior Elements, Doorways.”

Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain configuration of original doorway and window openings.
Remove metal covering from second-story vent openings and conserve surrounding sheetmetal “trim” (formed from the end of the vent-shaft lining).
Remove plywood infill from all doorways.
Replace all doors (except extant original rear basement door) with single or double paneland-sash doors matching the original doors in dimensions and configuration.
Recreate multi-pane tripartite transom over front entrance (see figure 17); retain six-light
transoms over other doorways.
Install interior storm windows that are reversible, and that don’t detract from the exterior or
interior appearance of the sashes.

Roof and Related Features
CDFs
•
•
•
•
•

Slate roof (prior to removal in 1973).
Chimney with corbeled cap on the east roof slope, slightly to the south of center.
Two metal ventilators on the roof ridge, between the third and fourth bays on each end (prior
to the removal of the north ventilator).
Stamped-metal cornice with modillions and dentils along all of the eaves (prior to its removal
from the horizontal, east and west eaves, possibly in 1976).
Built-in gutters on the main roof and the front and rear porches.
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Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•

Replace asphalt roof shingles with slate if feasible.
Retain chimney in current configuration.
Rebuild sheet-metal north ventilator to match the south one (probably original). These need
not, and should not, be operational.
Remove plywood box cornice along the east and west eaves; install new cornice made to
match extant sections of original cornice on raking, north and south eaves. New cornice
sections need not be of stamped metal, but must have the same appearance as the originals.
Recreate the built-in gutters on the main roof and the front and rear porches, as per the
original construction drawings.

Materials
CDFs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buff-colored face brick with thin mortar joints on walls and front-porch piers; includes jackarch lintels with projecting keystone motif over all doorways and windows (except basement
windows), and rusticated first story of pavilion.
Trap-rock foundation.
Tooled limestone trim: doorway and window sills, water table, lintels of basement doorway
and west basement windows, pavilion’s belt course and front steps.
Terra-cotta details of pavilion’s Palladian window (arch tympanum, colonnettes, lintel, and
sill) and all three occuli (frames and keystones).
Wooden elements: doorway and window frames, doors, window sashes, front and rear porch
columns, porch floors, and lattice panels between front-porch foundation piers
Metal elements: stamped metal cornice, sheet-metal ventilators, cast-iron porch balustrades
and column bases, and rear-porch pipe balustrades.
Slate roof (prior to removal in 1973).

Recommendations
•
•

Preserve all existing historic materials identified as CDFs; where preservation is not possible
because of advanced deterioration, materials should be replaced in kind.
Monitor all existing historic materials identified as CDFs over time to detect the progress of
deterioration due to moisture penetration, weathering, and structural change.

Finishes
CDFs
•

•

All wooden and cast-iron elements, including trim, window sashes, doors, porch balustrades,
and cornice, were originally painted white; in 1907 they were light gray. In the World War II
era the doors, window sashes, cornice, balustrade rails, and porch fascias were painted dark
green, while the porches’ columns, pilasters, and balusters were painted white (see Appendix
D, “Finishes Study”).
Original chiseled finish of limestone trim.
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Recommendations
•
•

Repaint wooden and cast-iron elements to desired interpretive period (original, 1907, or
WWII).
Maintain original chiseled surface finish of limestone trim when cleaning exterior by using
non-abrasive methods.

Interior Elements
The system of assigning numbers to rooms within Building 25–used in the previous section
“Current Physical Description” and shown on figures 72-73–is also employed here.

Style
CDFs
•

Late 19th-century institutional quality; relative simplicity and repetition of detailing and
functionality of spaces.

Recommendations
•

Preserve the elements that contribute to the simple but decorative functionalism of the
building’s interior (listed subsequently).

Plan
CDFs
•
•
•

Central front-to-back hall, with open stairway, that divides the basement, first and second
stories, and attic into two equal halves.
Wide span and openness of the rooms originally intended as communal living areas,
including the day room (Room 104), mess room (Room 110, prior to its subdivision in 1964),
and the two second-story dormitories (Rooms 204 and 205).
Exposed cast-iron columns in first-story Rooms 104, 105, and 110.

Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•

Retain central hallway as the main axis.
Retain openness of main stairway.
Remove all 1964 and 1976 partition walls (all nonoriginal walls).
When repartitioning the space, preserve the original feeling of spaciousness in the areas that
will be open to the public.
When repartitioning the space, preserve the rhythm of the original plan and structure
(expressed in the ceiling configuration and cast-iron columns) as much as possible (see figs.
13-14).
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•

Construct new stud walls carefully so that they do not appear to be as obviously recent and
poorly constructed as those from 1964.

Floors
CDFs
•

Wood strip finish flooring (original/repaired 1908)

Recommendations
•
•

Retain all extant wood finish flooring. Strip areas covered with gray paint and refinish with a
clear coating.
Remove vinyl tiles, carpeting, and plywood subfloor in the areas that will be open to the
public; retain and refinish any underlying early finish flooring.

Ceilings
CDFs
•
•

Original stamped-metal ceilings with borders.
High ceilings.

Recommendations
•
•
•

Remove 1964 drop ceiling in mess room (Room 110).
Retain all extant stamped-metal ceilings (thus also preserving the ceiling height).
Restore extant stamped-metal ceilings: scrape flaking paint, prime, and repaint with buff
color similar to original or to desired interpretive period (see Appendix D, “Finishes Study”).

Doorways
CDFs
•
•

Transoms with operative sashes: 12-light sashes (six across by two down) over double
doorways, and six-light sashes (three across by two down) over single doorways (except for
between Rooms 108-109 and Rooms 102-103)
Doors with five recessed, molded horizontal panels (see fig. 26).

Recommendations
•
•
•

Retain extant transom windows and strip paint from those that have been overpainted.
Replace transom between the hallway and Room 102 with a six-light sash (three across by
two down) matching the original transom here.
Remove all 1964 replacement doors and particleboard infill from single and double
doorways.
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•

Install single and double replacement doors where desired that fully fill the original frames.
The park is currently salvaging original doors from Building 24 for this purpose; any new
doors should match these, and should be of solid-panel construction.

Woodwork
CDFs
•
•
•
•

Heavily molded doorway and window casings with flat plinth blocks and small dentil course
in cornice.
Matchboard wainscot with simple baseboards in the center hall, along the north wall of the
main stairway to the second story, and in the side hall to the mess room.
Details of the main stairway, including the nonoriginal main newel and balusters.
Heavy, elaborately molded baseboards.

Recommendations
•
•

Retain extant original doorway and window casings, wainscot, baseboards, chair-rail
fragment in Room 104, and all elements of the main stairway.
Replace missing elements in kind, using the same type of wood and finish (although not
necessarily the identical profile) so that they blend with remaining original elements.

Finishes
CDFs
•
•
•

Shellac finish on all woodwork (doorway and window casings, stairway elements, wainscot,
baseboards, and presumably the doors). See Appendix D, “Finishes Study.”
Neutral color paint on plaster walls. See Appendix D, “Finishes Study.”
World War II colors: white doorway and window trim, blue-gray baseboards and wainscot,
and various wall colors; see Appendix D, “Finishes Study.”

•
Recommendations
•
•
•

Strip woodwork of later paint layers and refinish with a translucent coating, similar to the
original finish of clear shellac.
Paint walls with a neutral-tone palette similar to that used originally. It is not necessary to
match the colors exactly.
Alternatively, repaint walls, wooden trim, and cast-iron to reflect elements as per desired
interpretive period (1898, 1907, or World War II; see Appendix D, “Finishes Study”).
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APPENDIX A.
Cost Estimates for the Original Buildings at Fort Hancock

Prepared by Col. Charles G. Sawtelle, Chief Quartermaster for Major
General Thomas Ruger, Commander of the Department of the East,
March 1896. From Edwin C. Bearss, Historic Resource Study, Fort
Hancock, 1895-1948, Gateway National Recreation Area, New
York/New Jersey (Denver: U.S. Department of the Interior, National
Park Service, May 1981), pp. 10-11.
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Estimate for “the necessary Buildings for a
Military Post of Four Batteries of Artillery”

Two double sets of two-company barracks, similar to those constructed
at Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont, $40,000 each

$80,000

Five double sets of officers’ quarters, similar to those at Fort Columbus,
New York, $16,500 each

$82,500

One structure with five sets of bachelor officers’ quarters, similar to the
one at David’s Island, New York

$26,000

Administration building, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$13,000

Guardhouse, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 8,000

Quartermaster and commissary storehouse,
similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 8,500

Hospital, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$18,000

Hospital steward’s quarters

$ 2,000

One double set of noncommissioned officers’ quarters, similar to those
at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 4,200

Fuel storehouse, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 2,200

Quartermaster stable, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 5,400

Wagon shed, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 2,300

Blacksmith shop, similar to that at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 2,200

Shop building-mechanic shops, similar to those at Fort Ethan Allen

$ 3,000

Bakery

$4,875

Oilhouse

$ 200

Scale house

$ 500

TOTAL

$262,825
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APPENDIX B.
Request for Quotation for Masonry Repairs,
Building 25, 1998
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APPENDIX C.
Scope of Work for Rear Porch Rehabilitation,
Building 25, 1999
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APPENDIX C.
Scope of Work for Rear Porch Rehabilitation,
Building 25, 1999
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APPENDIX D.
Finishes Study
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Introduction
Project Scope
Building 25, one of the four original enlisted men’s barracks, will be rehabilitated to house
the park’s visitor center, educational facilities, interpretive and cultural resource operations, and
museum collections. This report describes the findings of a finishes investigation of the painted
exterior and interior elements of the building. The historical sequence of finishing campaigns is
described, with selected matches to a standardized color-notation system for three periods of
interpretive interest: as constructed in 1897-98; 1906-07, when the building’s troop capacity
increased; and World War II (1943), when the building housed the Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps
(later the Women’s Army Corps). The conclusions are based on the microscopic examination of
extracted finish samples.
The information in this report can be used to recreate the historic finishes of the building
exterior or portions of the interior for any of the periods specified above. The general color palettes
used during periods of interpretive interest are considered to be character-defining features (CDFs) of
the structure, and should be recreated where appropriate (discussed in Chapter IV, “CharacterDefining Features and Recommendations”).
Additionally, information gleaned from this study made it possible to date several of the
building’s elements and alterations. These dates have been included in Chapter III, “Chronology of
Development and Use, Alterations,” and they will be explained subsequently in the “Conclusions”
section of this study, under the heading “Elements Dated by Paint Evidence.”

Methodology
Site visits were made to Sandy Hook on August 27-30, 2001; September 10-11, 2001; and
February 13, 2002. Ninety-one paint samples (each approximately one-quarter-inch square) were
removed from all accessible exterior and interior painted elements of the building using an X-acto
knife.1 In the laboratory of the Northeast Cultural Resources Center’s Building Conservation Branch
(BCB) in New York City, all samples were examined with an American Optical stereobinocular
zoom microscope under 68x magnification, with tungsten fiber-optic light. Representative samples
(42 in total) were mounted in a polyester resin cube (Bio-Plastic® Liquid Casting Plastic) and
abraded to a high polish so that their finish sequences could be read more clearly.2
The chronological finish stratigraphy from each sample was recorded in chart form; these
sequences were correlated to one another through their common color layers.
These
“chromochronologies” are given in Tables 1 through 6; each horizontal row represents the elements’
finishes at one period in time. Dates were assigned to some of the rows using archival references to
1

The sheet metal cornice on the west, north, and south gables could not be sampled because the park did not
have a sufficiently tall ladder; this element will have to be sampled this spring, when the building is scaffolded for
restoration.
2

The Munsell Color System is an internationally recognized standard of color measurement that identifies color
in terms of three attributes, hue (color), value (lightness/ darkness, or degree of white/ black mixed into the color)
and chroma (saturation, or intensity of the color).
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finishing campaigns (detailed in Chapter III, “Alterations”), black-and-white historic photographs
(which show relative color values), and benchmarks within samples (layers for which a date can be
firmly assigned).
The specific sources used to determine dates are footnoted in the
chromochronology tables.
Half of each sample selected for mounting was reserved for use in color matching, which was
performed under the same magnification and lighting conditions as described previously. The
desired layer in the sample was exposed with a scalpel and was matched to Munsell System color
cards, glossy finish. This information is summarized in Table 7.
All mounted and unmounted paint samples will be stored at the main office of the BCB in
Lowell, Massachusetts, and will be available for further study.

Data and Conclusions
Data
The paint layers comprising the stratigraphic finish chronology for each element are listed
sequentially in Tables 1-6. All color names used are subjective designations intended to distinguish
between paint layers only. In Table 7, this information is summarized, and finishes from selected
historical periods (1898, 1906-07, and 1943) are matched to Munsell color standards. Munsell color
notations provide a standard method of color description, but are approximations of the paint colors
that were originally used. In addition to the fact that Munsell color chips provide a close but not
exact match to most paint colors, aging paint can change colors over time. Paints (particularly those
that are oil-based) darken or yellow, especially when not exposed to the bleaching effects of light,
and certain pigments fade. It should also be noted that color is but one factor affecting a coating’s
appearance; sheen, opacity, texture, and application techniques also play a role.
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TABLE 6:
INTERIOR METAL FINISHES: BUILDING 25

Sample #
Room #

41A
104:
Dormitory/dayroom

Element
1
1898

Cast-iron column

2

3
4

1930?

5

1943

49
107:
Kitchen

Cast-iron column
Dark blue-gray

Ceiling
Off- white

Dark gray x 3

50
109:
Cook’s room/
storeroom
Ceiling
Yellowish white
(dirt)
Lt. yellow

Lt. gray

Green

Lt. yellow
White x 4
Lt. blue

Lt. pink

Dk. gray

Lt. yellow

White

Tan

Dk. gray
Lt. yellow

Very lt. gray

Black
Light green-gray
Thin white
Pink-tan

Black
Light green-gray
Thin white
Pink-tan

Pink-tan

Pink-tan

Thin black

Thin black

Lt. blue-gray x 2
(dirt)
Tan
(dirt)
Orange-pink x 2

Lt. blue-gray x 2
(dirt)
Tan
(dirt)
Orange-pink x 2

White

Orange-pink x 2

Orange-pink

Yellow-tan

Yellow-tan

Tan

Tan

Dk. gray x 2

Dk. gray x 2

Green
Olive
Blue-green-gray
Lt. blue-gray x 15

Green
Olive
Blue-green-gray
Lt. blue-gray x 15

light yellows and whites
x 11

light yellows and whites
x 11

1907

1925?

41B
104:
Dormitory/dayroom

1

A photograph from 1900 (fig. 29) shows that the columns were originally two-toned.
Bearrs’ Historic Resource Study, Fort Hancock 1895-1948 (p. 296) cites a 1906 source specifying colors for the interior of
the barracks: “paint the ceilings a rich buff…”
3
The building received an overall painting this year (Bearrs, p. 492); if 1930 is in fact the date of the next layer, it makes
sense that this consistent layer would date from 1925.
4
The yellow tan paint on the columns appears to correspond with a layer on the exterior metal elements, which was probably
applied in 1930.
5
A photograph from 1937 (fig. 39) shows that by this date the columns were a single, light tone.
2
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Conclusions
Colors Used during Various Periods
Exterior Finishes
All exterior trim, including the cornice, was originally off-white. In 1907 it was painted a
light grayish-yellowish brown color. In 1943 the doors, doorway trim, window-vent trim, frontporch balustrade railing, and cornice were painted dark green;1 the window sashes, porch columns
and pilasters, and front-porch balusters were off-white.
Interior Finishes
All interior woodwork was originally coated with naturally colored shellac.2 In 1907, shellac
colored with a reed lake pigment was used for all trim except the window sashes and wainscot
paneling, which were given another coat of clear shellac. In 1943, all trim was painted light yellow
except for the wainscot, baseboards, and stairway handrail, which were painted gray.
The walls were originally painted a light olive-brown color. In 1907 they were a light greenblue (except for those of Room 110, which were a strong yellowish brown), and in 1943 they were a
pale orange-yellow color. The porch ceilings and interior ceilings were painted slightly varying
shades of yellow-white in all three periods.
Elements Dated by Paint Evidence
Window Vents
A full early paint chronology on the window-vent trim revealed that these features were
original to the structure, even though they do not appear in the original drawings.
Replacement Window Sashes
The lowest layer of paint on the interior side of the window sashes was the 1964 benchmark
color, taken from an area of window trim in Room 110 that had been covered with abutting gypsum
board in that year.
Newel Post and Balusters
These elements had approximately six layers of paint on them, suggesting that they were also
replaced during the 1964 rehabilitation.
1

Sections of original cornice on the raking eaves could not be accessed for sampling; its appearance in historic
photographs (fig. 26), however, confirms its light color originally and its dark color in 1943 (fig. 44).
2

The ready solubility of this coating in acetone suggests that it is shellac.
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TABLE 7:
FINISH COLORS WITH MUNSELL COLOR SYSTEM NOTATIONS

Original: 1897-98

1906-1907

World War II: 1943

Off-white:
5 Y 9/1

Light gray-yellow brown:
10 YR 6/1

Dark green:
10 GY 3/4

Porch Columns,
Porch Pilasters,
Porch Balusters

Off-white:
5 Y 9/1

Light gray-yellow brown:
10 YR 6/1

Off-white:
10 YR 9/1

Porch Ceilings

Off-white:
5 Y 9/1

White

Off-white:
10 YR 9/1

Interior Doors,
Doorway Trim,
Window Trim

Clear shellac3

Red shellac4

Pale orange-yellow:
10 YR 9/4

Exterior Doors,
Doorway Trim,
Window Vent Trim,
Front Porch Balusters,
Cornice,1
Window Sashes2

Interior Window
Sashes5

Clear shellac

Clear shellac

Pale orange-yellow:
10 YR 9/4

Wainscot

Clear shellac

Clear shellac on paneling;
red shellac on chair rail

Blue-gray:
10 GY 6/1

Baseboards,
Stairway Handrail

Clear shellac

Red shellac

Blue-gray: 10 GY 6/1

Light olive-brown:
2.5 Y 6/2

Light green-blue:
10 GY 7/2

Pale orange-yellow:
10 YR 8/4

Yellowish white:
5 Y 8.5/2

Room 110 –
strong yellow-brown:
7.5 YR 5/6
Lt. yellow:
2.5 Y 8/4

Upper – yellowish white:
5 Y 8.5/2
Lower - dark gray to black7

Upper - lt. yellow:
2.5 Y 8/4
Lower - dark gray to black

Interior Walls

Ceilings

Cast-iron Columns 6

1

Beige:
between 10 YR 8/2
and
10 YR 8/4
Blue-gray:
10 GY 6/1

The remaining sections of original cornice on the raking eaves could not be accessed for sampling; its appearance in historic
photographs, however, confirms its light color originally (fig. 26) and its dark color in 1943 (fig. 44).
2
The sashes are replacements dating from 1964; a 1943 photograph (fig. 44), however, shows that they were the same dark
color as the cornice and doors.
3
Although no colorant is added, shellac has a naturally reddish brown cast.
4
Shellac with bright red lake pigment added. This layer could not be color-matched because of its transparency; however, it
is still the top layer on the attic-stairway trim, where it was never overpainted. A new finish can be matched to this appearance.
5
Because the sashes are replacements dating from 1964, this chronology is conjectural; in 1907, they are specified to be the
same “Indian Tan” as the wainscot (Bearrs, p. 296), and a 1943 photograph (fig. 46) clearly shows that they are light-colored.
6
These were originally two-toned (fig. 29); the paint evidence suggests that they were still two-toned in 1907.
7
The sample available was not large enough for color-matching the lowest dark layers.
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TABLE 8:
1896 COLORS

Exterior Elements
Doors, Doorway Trim, Window Sashes,
Window Vent Trim, Front Porch Balustrade,
Porch Columns and Pilasters, Porch Ceilings,
Cornice

5 Y 9/1
(off-white)

Interior Elements
Interior Doors, Doorway Trim, Window Trim,
Window Sashes, Wainscot, Baseboards,
Stairway Trim

Natural Shellac
(clear with reddish-brown cast)

Walls, Cast-Iron Columns (upper third; see fig. 29)

2.5 Y 6/2
(light olive-brown)

Cast-Iron Columns (lower two-thirds; see fig. 29)

Dark Gray To Black
5 Y 8.5 /2
(yellowish white)

Ceilings
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TABLE 9:
1906-1907 COLORS

Exterior Elements
Exterior Doors, Doorway Trim, Window Sashes,
Window Vent Trim, Front Porch Balustrade,
Porch Columns and Pilasters, Cornice

10 YR 6/1
(light gray-yellow brown)

White

Porch Ceilings
Interior Elements
Interior Doors, Doorway Trim, Window Trim,
Wainscot Cap, Baseboards, Stairway Trim

Red Shellac
(Shellac with red lake pigment; see existing finish on
attic-stairway trim)

Window Sashes, Wainscot Paneling

Natural Shellac
(clear with reddish-brown cast)

Walls, Cast-Iron Columns (upper third)

10 GY 7/2
except Rm. 110
(light blue-green)

7.5 YR 5/6
Room 110
(strong yellow-brown)

Cast-Iron Columns (lower two-thirds)

Dark Gray To Black

Ceilings

2.5 Y 8/4
(light yellow)
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TABLE 10:
1943 COLORS

Exterior Elements
Exterior Doors, Doorway Trim, Window Sashes,
Window Vent Trim, Front Porch Balustrade Rails,
Cornice

10 GY 3/4
(dark green)

Porch Columns and Pilasters,
Porch Balusters,
Porch Ceilings

10 YR 9/1
(off-white)

Interior Elements
Interior Doors, Doorway Trim, Window Trim,
Window Sashes

10 YR 9/4
(pale orange-yellow)

Wainscot, Baseboards, Stairway Trim,
Cast-iron Columns

10 GY 6/1
(blue-gray)

Walls

10 YR 8/4
(pale orange-yellow)

Ceilings

Between 10 YR 8/4
(above)
and 10 YR 8/2
(beige)
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